THE FOLLOWING HISTORICAL RESIDENCES ARE OPEN ON SUNDAY

Q CASTLE OF CASSACCO
Via Cassimberg, 10 – Cassacco (Udine)
Paintings on fabric, old wood, canvas for clothing and furniture handiworks by Maria Ciani Seren; artistic candles by Licia illuminate the antique hearth; Cristina Perfume Shop offers a free make up service that can be booked by calling 0432 851515 and gift ideas for the upcoming season; Lartenonsolo presents a small fabric collection on mysterious atmospheres of fairy tales and faraway lands; food and drink stands all day long served by the Proloco of Montegnacco, the organization that promotes the territory.

R CASTLE OF VILLALTA
Via Castello, 27 - Villalta di Fagagna (Udine)
Falconry; embroidery exhibit.

S ROMANO PALACE
Via S. Tommaso, 8 Località Case - Manzano (Udine)
Display of historical photos of the Family of Counts Romano; aperitif with Toti Winery, Albena di Prepotto.

T CASTELCOSA
Via Palazzo, 1 – Cosa di S. Giorgio della Richinvelda (Pordenone)
Tasting of aged wines.

U D’ATTIMIS-MANIAGO PALACE
Piazza Italia, 52 - Maniago (Pordenone)

V CASTLE OF SPESSA of Capriva
Via Spessa, 1 - Capriva del Friuli (Gorizia)
Medieval wine cellars, manor halls, the small Church, a stroll in the centuries-old park dedicated to Giacomo Casanova. Tasting wine of the Castle of Spessa at the Wine Store. A Casanova Menu Tasting Dinner for 2 people among all the visitors in the gourmet restaurant La Taveretta al Castello.

W LANTIERI PALACE
Piazza Sant’Antonio, 6 - Gorizia (Gorizia)

SPECIAL OPENING HOURS

Z CASTLE OF CORDOVADO
Via Castello, 3 - Cordovado (Pordenone)
Seed market with plants with autumn blooms from the nursery (Susigarden, Iop, La Primula, the edible garden, Paola Coppe, the Castle essences, and her Kokedamas...) and something for kids too, Nicola Artico the magic artist, the Fiorificio (Flower workshop) for children by Fiorificio and Carla’s fairy tales.

Conferences: Saturday 4:00 pm Eleonora Garlant “Stories about Berries and Old Castles”; Sunday 4:00 pm Alessandro Briatti “Tales about seeds and mother dough” and in the meantime, just for kids, guided walks in the castle to find out about the magic of its history. Café and food and drinks all day long.

With the collaboration of:
Autonomous Region of Friuli Venezia Giulia
“Castelli Aperti” (Castle Unlocked), organized by the Consortium for the Safeguard of the Historical Castles of Friuli Venezia Giulia, was created with the purpose to make it easier to access historical testimony represented by castle sites and by other fortified works of the Region. Many private castles arose, overlooking a gulf or located on green hills, submerged in large parks or in town centers in which they were the most prestigious residences.

There are two “Castelli Aperti” dates in the course of the year: one in spring and one in autumn; dates which enable you to visit the private castles not normally open to the public. The initiative is for the single visitor who wishes to discover some of the most beautiful castles of the Region, and the secrets behind their important doors: magnificent gardens, halls rich in art, history and recollections of other ages.

On the antique stairways of fascinating castles you can be personally welcomed by the owners themselves, exceptional guides, or by expert tour guides; you will go back in time with them and discover a historical heritage unknown until now.
THE FOLLOWING HISTORIC RESIDENCES ARE OPEN ON SATURDAY AFTERNOON AND SUNDAY

A CASTLE OF MUGGIA
Calle dei Lauri, 7 - Muggia (Trieste)
A permanent exhibit of Villi's works, sculptor and owner of the castle.

B CASTLE OF ARCANO
Village of Arcano Superiore
Rive d'Arcano (Udine)
Legambiente Delegation; Artistic objects and artisan products.

C CASTLE OF FLAMBRUZZO
Via Stella, 4 - Rivignano Teor (Udine)
A historic residence with family members.

D CASTLE OF PRAMPERO
Via Liurlo, 2 - Loneracchi di Tercenio (Udine)
“Lis Furans” contemporary slippers; Dolce Idea; Foltia; La Nobilità delle Terze; La Marina fille age e stoffina Sewing Hobby Shop; Missana Gioielli; Jewelry Shop; Fioriti; Ullalà hats shop, and a toast with the Osteria Ullalà hats shop.

E CASTLE OF SUSANS
Susans di Majano (Udine)
“Artigiane in Castello” – Artisan products in the historical excellences of Friulian art and handicrafts with a feminine inflection. Dreamy and rarified atmospheres with angels and the hearts of “The Way to other worlds; Other Stories;” exquisite chocolate sweets by Adelia Di Fant and the expert and refined craftsmanship of the “Legatoria Ciani” bookbinding workshop.

F CASTLE OF VILLAFREDDA
Villafredda Tavern.
“La Centa and the Roses” of the Fincanteri Wärtsilä association (photo section) in the area next to Canipa.

G LA BRUNELDE FORTIFIED HOUSE
Via Roma, 74
Dispense and the “Tenuta Zarnic” Farm exhibit on the park and residence with family members.

H STEFFANEO RONCATO PALACE
Corso San Valentino 9
From a historic family’s collections: the statues of Panigai; the journals of the 1700s; maps of the territory; Father Bortolo’s fossils; children’s clothing; photographs of the period.

I VILLA ELODIA
Via Liruti, 2 - Loneracchi di Tercenio (Udine)
In the Castle: excellences of Friulian artisan handicrafts with a feminine inflection. Dreamy and rarified atmospheres with angels and the hearts of “The Way to other worlds; Other Stories;” exquisite chocolate sweets by Adelia Di Fant and the expert and refined craftsmanship of the “Legatoria Ciani” bookbinding workshop.

J VILLA KECHLER DE ASARTA
Corso San Valentino 9
Fioraneo in Friulian exhibit; display of workshops by Maruza Bianchi Michiel; kitchen copperware; refreshment areas.

K CASTLE OF VILLALTA
Via Aquileia, 40
Cugnoli di S. Vito al Torre (Udine)
Friulian spots to savor; in the Fabbrichetta (small workshop): “Places for doing things of the Steffanone Palace”; terracotta sculptures and paint- ings by the artist Ester Sallai; “Potraits of the Soul”. Expressive activity projects for parents and children; Sunday 5:00 pm: tea at five with the author Elisabetta Pozzetto, who will present her book: My Homeland is the Whole World” in a conversation with Mena Roncato. A journey throughout the history and the lives of 20 spe- cial women of Friuli Venezia Giulia.

L VILLA KELCHER DE ASARTA
Calle dei Lauri, 40
Crawgoli di S. Vito al Torre (Udine)
Friulian spots to savor; in the Fabbrichetta (small workshop): “Places for doing things of the Steffanone Palace”; terracotta sculptures and paint- ings by the artist Ester Sallai; “Potraits of the Soul”. Expressive activity projects for parents and children; Sunday 5:00 pm: tea at five with the author Elisabetta Pozzetto, who will present her book: My Homeland is the Whole World” in a conversation with Mena Roncato. A journey throughout the history and the lives of 20 spe- cial women of Friuli Venezia Giulia.

M BERNARDINA STRONGHOLD
Via Aparone 27
(I) Recca Bernarda, 27
(Ispilis di Premaraccio (Udine)
Wine tasting; artisan exhibit.

N CENTA DI JOANNIS
Via Leonardo da Vinci, 62
Alessio di Friuli (Udine)
Entertainment based on the medieval house- hold in the parish priest’s house; photo dis- play of the ex tempore “La Centa and the Roses” of the Fincantieri Wärtsilä association (photo section) in the area next to Canipa.

O PANIGAI-OVIO PALACE
Piazza del Pozzo 21 - 33100 Udine
For educational and group visits to the castles throughout the year contact: visite@consorziocastelli.it or phone 328 6693865

CONSORTIUM FOR THE SAFEGUARD OF THE HISTORICAL CASTLES OF FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA
P.za del Pozzo 21 - 33100 Udine
Tel. 0432 288588 - fax 0432 229780
visite@consorziocastelli.it or phone 328 6693865

For educational and group visits to the castles throughout the year contact: visite@consorziocastelli.it or phone 328 6693865